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OLE DAMMEGARD'S EXPLOSIVE NEWSLETTER!!
We are sending you this FOR FREE to give you an idea about the extensive
content of Ole Dammegard's newsletter and the treat you are in for (sent
out on the 1st of each month. 

For years Ole has been one of the world's leading experts on falseflag
operations and top political assassinations, as well as being a highly
respected influenzer focused on empowering people in trying times. One of
the key tools has been his unique newsletter, by some considered the best
around. Sounds intersting? Click below to sign up for July's newsletter!!
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JUNE 2020 - WITH YOUR SPECIAL HOST OLE DAMMEGÅRD 

 
Click above to see how the horrible and deadly incident unfolded 

Dear friend, yet another mind-blowing month. Now we are in a position where
they need to lift the Corona-pressure from our shoulders to avoid a global
revolution, so what can be used as a distraction while keeping to roll out the
vaccine/5G-agenda? Riots and martial law is an old time favorite. 

On May 25, Minneapolis police officers arrested George Floyd, a 46-year-old
black man, after a deli employee called 911, accusing him of buying cigarettes
with a counterfeit $20 bill. Seventeen minutes after the first squad car arrived at
the scene, Mr. Floyd was unconscious and pinned beneath three police officers,
showing no signs of life.

 
When trying to find the victim, it turns out no such person exists 

But it seems like the real truth behind this is completely different. Along with
Cov19, the world is now being subjected to hoaxes on a scale never seen before.
Let's take a closer look.

PROVOCATEURS & FALSE FLAG OPERATIONS
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Click here to see how the plundering started by a bizarre individual 

 

 
An identical event happened in France (NATO) a few days later 
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How can they belong to the same unit, but have different badges? 

 



 

 

 

 



 
The quote 'I can't breathe' quickly turned into a media slogan 

 

 

Another possible psy-op detail is the police officer's name 'Chauvin', as in
'chau·vin·is·tic, which according to the dictionary means: Feeling or displaying
aggressive or exaggerated patriotism, or displaying excessive or prejudiced
support for one's own cause, group, or sex. That could fit it just nicely, especially
since the officer's own neighbors didn't even know he was a cop. 



 
No ambulance staff, instead a police with a bullet proof west 

 
For unknown reasons the license plate says POLICE, no numbers 

 
Is the name 'George Floyd' part of the psychological operation? 



 
According to many, a black glove is part of masonic symbolism 

 
A photo from the riots, with a black glove right in the middle 

 
Just like in Charlottesville, a vehicle is said to have hit the crowd... 



 
...on the exact same bridge that 'collapsed' back on August 1, 2007 

 
And then we are asked to believe a CNN-reporter is arrested 

DIVIDE AND CONQUER - CREATED CHAOS
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If you are not yet aware of the importance of the shoe-symbol 

& fear triggering mechanism, please click to watch my presentation 

 
Many sources claim that the brutal protesters came by busses 

 
Among the alleged protesters were men with hidden ear pieces 
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A man claimed he had been paid directly by Soros to organize riots 

 
All of George's upset 'friends' appeared in masks and hoodies 
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Madonna appears yet again, this time via her son's dance tribute 

NAMES AND NUMBERS - NO COINCIDENCE

 
Check out the garbage big, painted with 6 on three sides = 666 

 
The masonic number game is so often there, hidden in plain sight 



 

 

 

 
The brutal Rodney King-case which started the LA-riots. 3-3-1991 



THE CREEPY SHOES KEEP POPPING UP

 

 

 
58 Swedish cities are now doing a Greta Climate Shoe (!) Strike 

 



 
Lots of shoes representing the alleged Nova Scotia Shooting-victims 

 
Shoes, shoes, shoes in a recent president Donald Trump attack 

 

 
Climate hoax + The Plandemic + thousands of shoes - in Paris 



 
Lots and lots and lots of abandoned shoes - in beautiful Croatia 

 

 
And in Trafalgar Square, London. Possible psyop connection to JFK? 



 
A Corona virus article by an Associate Press photographer 

 
Oooops, did it get tooooo hot and sticky in the plastic bag? 

'KILL BILL' GATES FROM VACCINATION HELL

 



 

 
Multiple countries donating millions of Euros to the Gates Foundation 

 
Bill Gates has an incredibly suspect background in many areas 



 
WHO creating mask-confusion + chemtrails added in the background 

HEAL WITH LOVE

Please note that my intention is not to scare or spread fear, but instead to inform
with the hope that my newsletters will help to give a clearer overview of what
happened or is happening so that we can take our power back.

We all deserve so much better. 
It's time to stop the madness and

heal the world with love. 

Whenever I need to get back in balance, I often listen to my wonderful raja-yoga
teacher Nalanie Harilela Chellaram. Click on the image below to watch her
presentation 'Let It Be - Part One'. For more information, please visit
http://www.sisproject.org.
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Please support Ole Dammegard and his groundbreaking research: 
Light On Conspiracies: https://www.lightonconspiracies.com 
Donations: https://www.lightonconspiracies.com/sponsorship-donations 
Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/lightonconspiracies 
Membership: https://www.lightonconspiracies.com/membership-signup 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ole.dammegard 
Twitter: @lightonconspira 
Spotify: Please make a search for Ole Dammegard, and his solo-album 'From
Prison to Paradise'. 
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/oledammegard 
BitTube: https://bit.tube/LightOnConspiracies 
Guestbook: Guestbook 
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